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Matters and Issues 
 
5. Matter 5-Development Management DPD 
 
5.1 
 
Are the policies clearly worded? 
 
As one of the few residents, rather than an organisation, who submitted comments to the 
original document I have found it extremely difficult to actually understand the current 
Development Management DPD. EDM2 seems to have been superseded by EDM3-i.e.EDM3 is 
a version of EDM2 without the red alterations. 
The Development Management DPD now just seems to show Local Variation Policies to the 
London Plan. It is now a document so stripped down to the bare minimum that it has become 
almost meaningless. I cannot see in the introduction any overall vision of how development 
will be managed in Ealing just an outline of how the document was constructed using the 
London Plan as a basis. 
 
It also has a footnote re formatting and so I have no idea what the actual document will look 
like. The current format is very difficult to read. An index would have been useful. 
 
I found the UDP to be clearly worded and it used an easily understandable format-(Appendix 
A.) 
 
However I do understand that a similar format cannot be used in relation to a Core Strategy 
so I have used the Richmond Development Management Plan (written before the NPPF but 
approved and adopted) as a comparison and I will use it to also illustrate policies which I 
think need strengthening or including within Ealing’s Development Management Plan. The 
latter is 36 pages long, the Richmond one-164. 
 
I have attached (Appendix B) of the Foreword to the Richmond document that clearly sets 
out a vision for the future and how the management plan relates to the Core Strategy. The 
management plan also has a clear Introduction and Contents page. 
 
Will they be a succinct and easily understood guide to  development? 
 
In many ways the policies are too succinct given that in many cases there are currently no 
SPGs or SPDs as guidance. 
 
For example Policy 4c. Main Town Centre Uses 
 
Personally I think the policy is far too vague 
 
e.g. 4C  
B-‘Development must not result in over-concentration of a particular use type where this use 
may erode local amenity by nature of that concentration’ 
 
Not the clearest of sentences. 
 
The Richmond Plan, as should the Ealing Plan, goes much further and outlines where certain 
change of uses will not be allowed. 
(Appendix C) 
 
I am sure there are many similar examples. 
 



 
Do they need more explanatory text? 
 
I think many of the policies do need more explanatory text and in many cases need to be 
cross referenced to other policies and the Core Strategy. 
 
For example 
 
Policy 4C 
C ‘Standards applying to specific use types are set out in the table below 
 
…….In addition to standard design considerations, it is particularly important that new 
facades sustain or improve the quality and character of town centres. A good understanding 
of the built form of Ealing’s town centres and their heritage assets can help to inform future 
change without resorting to pastiche.’ 
 
As heritage assets are mentioned in this policy there should be, for clarity and understanding, 
some reference to Policy 7C Heritage given that many town centres are in Conservation 
areas. 
Also, for example, Policy 2.5 of the Core Strategy relating to 
Regenerate Ealing Town Centre (e). 
 
And not just footnotes. The policy should either be formatted to the left of the page with 
references to the right as in the UDP or as in the Richmond Plan in a box-Policy Background-
National-Regional-Local. 
 
As I will not be able to mention this aspect of heritage assets in 5.4 of Matters and Issues I 
will include it under explanatory text. 
It does relate to my submission re 7C but also it relates to 4C. 
 
In my submission I asked for there to be a policy on shopfronts, not just an SPD (not that 
Ealing has one). 
In Richmond it is a policy (Appendix D) but Richmond also has a 17 page SPD that is referred 
to. It also has a policy on Advertisements and Hoardings-not just an SPD (Appendix  E). 
 
Also various tables have been omitted from EDM3 that appeared in EDM1-London Plan 
tables- and because certain tables are extremely important e.g. space standards ,they should 
be included in EDM3.I don’t think one should be expected to have to refer to the London Plan 
to get such information. To use an over worked phrase, the Development Management DPD 
should be user friendly and not just be accessible to people who have a planning background 
or to developers. 
 
Do they need to refer to other directly relevant policies in the CS? 
 
I think I have answered this question in my previous answer in that I think relevant policies 
in the CS should be referred to. However even now some of aims of the Core Strategy are in 
doubt. It would be helpful if the phrase Core Strategy was used rather than Development 
Strategy (see Overview and Introduction-Ealing DM DPD).Richmond uses the phrase Core 
Strategy. 
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5. Matter 5-Development Management DPD 
 
5.2 Are they justified by an up-to-date, credible and robust evidence base? 
 
I find this an incredibly difficult question to answer as much of the evidence used in the Core 
Strategy and therefore the Development Management DPD I questioned at the time of the 
hearing re the Core Strategy. 
Many of the documents in the evidence base can be virtually out of date when they are 
published, as can be the AMR. 
 
For instance 
 re retail EB33 Joint West London Retail Needs Study Update May 2010. 
 
It is now 2013 and Westfield has recently announced an expansion which will include a John 
Lewis. 
Will the so called high quality retail promised at Dickens Yard (perhaps 2016/7), and Ealing 
Broadway in general, now go to Westfield? 
 
BS2 Housing Strategy 2009-2014 Mar 2010.EB28 Affordable Housing Viability Study –Oct  
2010 
 
How will the recent housing benefit changes alter the housing supply? If the Council continue 
to use the Wandsworth model will there be an underestimate of child yield? Are we going to 
build the most appropriate sized homes in the most appropriate places? 
 
BS14 Ealing Metropolitan Town Centre Spatial Development Framework.Tibbalds 2010 (much 
quoted but now out of date) 
 
EB30 Infrastructure Delivery Plan and Schedule. Version- 2 July 2011 
 
Just this week Ealing council estimates that by 2016, the Borough will be short of 585 
Secondary School places, 196 of which will be in Ealing and Hanwell alone. 
By 2019 the secondary figures will rocket to 1,142 borough wide, with the largest shortfall of 
401 in just Ealing and Hanwell (Council representative at a proposed free school meeting-Site 
33) 
 
The government plans to close the A&E at Ealing Hospital and there are rumours that the 
hospital will be re-built on a smaller scale therefore freeing up yet more land for 
development. 
 
In recent years various so-called educational establishments were closed by the Borders 
Agency therefore freeing up the odd office block. Some police stations are to be sold off-
more office space or? 
 
The creative industries have already de-camped to Chiswick Park, the Great West Road and 
Old Street. An opportunity lost. 
 
There is much mention of the coming of Crossrail (now 2018/2019) but by that time Ealing 
will be back to being a suburb and basically a dormitory town with too many people and very 
little infrastructure because it failed to attract the businesses and retail outlets that already 
have decided to go elsewhere. 
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Matters and Issues 
 
5.Matter 5-Development Management DPD 
 
 
5.4/5.5-open space/affordable housing/viability 
 
 
but also incorporates 2.1-conform to London Plan? / 2.3 Will they provide for an 
appropriate housing mix including affordable housing? And site 01S8 (St.Bernard’s 
Hospital) 
 
I found this matter quite difficult to answer as by answering it I seem to be going 
back to matters discussed re the Core Strategy. 
At the time my views were dismissed as they were said to apply to developments 
from the past or developments that were then current i.e. developments relating to 
the UDP. 
 
So in answering various Matters and Issues I am using the example of Site 01S8 
(St.Bernard’s Hospital) as an example. The applications for various developments on 
this site were recently passed by the Planning Committee but it is due to go before 
the Mayor for consideration. Both the Core Strategy and the Draft DM DPD were 
quoted in the documentation. The applications that I am going to comment on are 
P/2012/5040 & PP/2012/4008. I did not comment on the application before the 
Committee meeting because there is just too much documentation to peruse. 
 
The site document (01S8) states that-‘The revised layout of the site and any new 
building will be expected to be high quality’. 
  
However the GLA has concerns about the layout of Block 3 in P/2012/5040 and the 
Council’s own words re P/2012/4008 are that the layout is acceptable i.e. acceptable 
rather than high quality. 
 
There is a section in the site document after affordable housing re residential units (I 
think this section should have been put with layout) re north facing single aspect 
units. From the plans I would say some of the units are north facing single aspect. 
 
Affordable Housing-3A and viability 
 
Basically my belief is that because, in a majority of cases, development is developer 
led, new developments will never have 50% provision of affordable housing. I 
believe the BNP PARABIS report for LBE in 2010 also said it was an ambitious target 
for all sites. 
To repeat what I said re the Core Strategy. 
I only heard about the 3 Dragons Toolkit during the Arcadia Inquiry and this time re 
the St Bernard’s site viability is related to the historic nature of the site rather than in 
the case of Arcadia-rafting over the railway. 
 
In P/2012/5040 the affordable housing element is 27.6 %.( Council figures) 



The GLA response was-‘The level of affordable housing has not yet been shown to 
be the maximum reasonable that can be suggested & hence compliance with the 
London Plan has not yet been demonstrated’. 
 
The GLA then goes on to say that in fact-‘the net level of affordable housing is 
therefore only 37 units (13.5%) which is considered a low level of provision. 
 
With regard to the other application for the site PP/2012/4008 the GLA also raised 
concerns with regard to the level of affordable housing and residential mix. 
 
Protection and enhancement of Grade II Listed Heritage Assets were cited in the 
viability assessment. 
 
The Council has asked for there to be a provision of affordable housing to be 
provided through a registered provider. What this actually means I don’t really know-
various registered landlords, housing associations, where? No mention of an actual 
financial contribution. 
 
I would therefore ask- will 50% ever be managed on any of the sites? 
I did inquire at the Core Strategy hearing that given the numerous 9 unit 
developments that have appeared in the borough, would it be possible for smaller 
developments to give a financial contribution to affordable housing. I was told-no. 
However Richmond has such a scheme (Appendix A). 
 
Open space using the St Bernard’s applications as examples 
 
I used examples in my Core Strategy submissions from recent developments with 
regard to lack of open space but these recent applications also demonstrate the 
underprovision of private usable amenity space and playspace. These two 
applications represent over 500 units and although there are some communal areas 
the residents are expected to use the public open space (across a busy road) where 
supposedly the £60,000 of S106 money will be invested. The underprovision of 
playspace amounts to a contribution of £75,000. But where will the playspace be? It 
should be on site. 
 
My problem with Policy 7D is that developers can justify a shortfall by paying a 
financial contribution.  
 
Cycling & Parking on this site 
 
This has not been raised in Matters and Issues as a specific policy query but I will 
also put it under 5.2. 
 
I still maintain that Ealing should have a local policy with regard to cycling and 
parking, at least Richmond admits that people own cars. 
I have already mentioned in an earlier submission (not accepted) that cycle provision 
standards are extremely high. There are going to be 842 cycle racks on this site. 
 
I don’t think that such statements such as ‘The Travel Plan should include measures 
to discourage car ownership’ are going to be very effective and as the Transport 
department points out-‘The proposed reduction in parking provision may create 



displacement issues.’ The approach to the latter seems to be to set up a local CPZ-
not ideal. 
 
General points on this site which I will later quote under other headings. 
 
Affordable and key worker housing 
 
These applications sum up what will be the weaknesses of the Core Strategy 
combined with the DM DPD and the Sites document. 
The developer, not the Council, has decided the residential mix and what constitutes 
amenity space/open space and community space (the ballroom becomes a gym). 
 
The site document states that both affordable housing in addition to key worker 
housing should be provided in both the new and converted buildings. When the 
whole site was a mental hospital (early 80s) many of the staff lived on site and staff 
accommodation for the adjacent hospital (Ealing Hospital) was also nearby and I 
don’t quite see why the whole site could not be a combination of keyworker housing, 
affordable housing and community facilities given that many of the staff in the 
hospitals are some of the lowest paid people in the borough. There are also many 
schools nearby and I believe that teachers are eligible for key worker housing. 
 
The timescale for building on the St Bernard’s site 
 
This was a question to the Council from the Inspector with regard to monitoring. 
 
Not only do the applications have to be accepted by The Mayor but there are also 74 
conditions, in all, attached to both applications. 
 
Other sites 
 
What does the Council do if development is slow? The Southall Gas Works scheme-
3750 homes- from 2008, it was turned down by the Council, approved by The Mayor 
in 2010 and in 2012 a development partnership was needed. 2013? 
 
It took 4 years from demolition to build a Premier Inn in the Uxbridge Road and by 
that time a Travel Lodge had opened almost opposite. 
 
The only cinema in Ealing showed its last film in 2008 and Ealing still does not have 
a cinema ,just a demolition site.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         
 
 
 
 
 



 



 



 



 



 



 


